LIST OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical Result 1: *Comparison of number of journals subscribed and the number of those given by Medical Representatives*

Numerical Results 2: *Use of Internet and age*

Numerical Result 3: *Time spent on information seeking and age*

Numerical Result 4: *How frequently the doctors make scholarly communication with peers*

Numerical Result 5: *Source of information for complicated cases*

Numerical Result 6: *Effect of professional attachment on number of popular articles*

Numerical Result 7: *Effect of professional attachment on number of scholarly publications*

Numerical Result 8: *Association of Education from CIP/ NIMHANS/ Royal College of Medicine and Use of Modern Library & Information Services*

Numerical Result 9: *Availability of Library Services in Government & Non-Government Hospitals*

Numerical Result 10: *Connection between time spent in information search and number of publication (scholarly and popular combined)*

Numerical Result 11: *Popular lecture vs. hours spent in information search*

Numerical Result 12: *Learned lecture vs. hours spent in information search*